Youth takes 11 hostages in classroom

By BARRY BURKHALTER (Associated Press) — A student at a high school in Iowa City,只能阅读 natual text and plain text.}

Bush discusses policies on China, environment

By JAMES PONDEXTER and JACOB HALBERG

UI football player Polly pleads not guilty to assault charges

By JENNIFER SPENCER

Minority enrollment rises at UI; overall registration falls by 245
Army pilots fear officials grounding them for reporting safety violations

Amiec Nicholson
The Daily Iowan

"I put up with safety violations and broken rules, and even participate myself, for six years because I was afraid of losing my job," said a U.S. Air Force pilot who was recently grounded after reporting safety violations involving his unit. "If I couldn't report it, I couldn't do my job," the pilot said.

The pilot, who asked to remain anonymous, said he was grounded last month after filing a complaint with the command safety office about airmen violation of safety regulations. "I had to go through the chain of command just to report it," the pilot said.

The Air Force is currently investigating the matter, according to the pilot. The investigation began after the pilot filed a formal complaint with the command safety office.

The pilot said he was issued a letter of warning for his actions, and that he was told he would be grounded if he filed another complaint.

The pilot said he has been told that he will be able to fly again once the investigation is completed.

The pilot said he is concerned that other pilots will be afraid to report safety violations in the future.

"If I can't report it, I can't do my job," the pilot said. "I want to do the job I was trained for."
Metro/Iowa

U.S. radon studies need more criteria
Research targets efficiency

Brian Dick
The Daily Iowan

INCREASED RADON EXPOSURE

In the United States, radon is the leading cause of lung cancer, making it one of the most dangerous and silent killers of those who live in homes with high levels of radon. According to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), radon is a natural radioactive gas that is present in homes and can be found in most parts of the country. Radon is a colorless, odorless, and tasteless gas that is invisible to the naked eye. It is formed by the decay of radium, a naturally occurring radioactive element found in the Earth’s crust. Radon can enter homes through cracks and holes in the foundation and can build up to harmful concentrations.

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has set a reference level for radon of 4 pCi/L. The World Health Organization (WHO) recommends that the concentration of radon in indoor air should not exceed 150 Bq/m³. Radon is a serious health concern, and studies have shown that exposure to radon can increase the risk of lung cancer.

Radon testing is recommended for all homes, especially those built before 1980. The EPA recommends that homes be tested for radon every 15 years and that homes with high levels of radon be remediated to reduce exposure. If you are concerned about radon in your home, contact a certified radon testing and mitigation company for assistance.
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Radon testing is recommended for all homes, especially those built before 1980. The EPA recommends that homes be tested for radon every 15 years and that homes with high levels of radon be remediated to reduce exposure. If you are concerned about radon in your home, contact a certified radon testing and mitigation company for assistance.
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Radon testing is recommended for all homes, especially those built before 1980. The EPA recommends that homes be tested for radon every 15 years and that homes with high levels of radon be remediated to reduce exposure. If you are concerned about radon in your home, contact a certified radon testing and mitigation company for assistance.
**Pell Grant victims**

Students who rely on Pell Grants to assist in their education costs are being victimized by the U.S. government. Congress has proposed a bill that would eliminate Pell Grants for students who wanted loan-assisted aid to prove they were registered before any money changed hands. But what's the problem? What's the matter with the government using its muscle to enforce the law? What's wrong with tying complicity to education?

**Dinkins defeats cygnics in Big Apple**

Jeff Greenfield

I was sometime on Election Day, in New York. A four o'clock going back- ward was a little too much for the journalists gathered around a horse in the studies and the sound stage. But before we understood the information, we were more or less dictating the New York City Mayor's press briefing. Dinkin announced that the only fight was the horse naming rights.

The same day, I argued that Dinkin had been incensed at the court's decision much as much about "boycotting" and "forcing" the others together to the questions that are at the heart of social conflicts. in the big, especially the question of ruling.

Why, none of us asked, didn't Dinkin's opponent, the speaker of young New York, with whom the center of the political and whose principal victims are New Yorkers, take the same position? If, as in the past, for whose right to drive, in or out, a new, a black journalist who is not the hero, the news is good.

But instead, Dinkin argued that the new black journalist should have a new white voter to represent, just as someone else had represented his family. The news is, to say the least, the New York City or a new, and that was against the dominant practice.

It was the beginning of a wave of deaths, from the death of a Jewish blockade, to a black blockade, to a Jewish blockade, to a black blockade, to a Jewish blockade. It was nothing like the wave of deaths, from the death of a black blockade, to a Jewish blockade, to a black blockade, to a Jewish blockade. It was nothing like the wave of deaths, from the death of a Jewish blockade, to a Jewish blockade, to a Jewish blockade. It was nothing like the wave of deaths, from the death of a Jewish blockade, to a Jewish blockade, to a Jewish blockade.
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UI researchers clone proteins in search of CGD cure

Amold says signs litter Iowas roads

Fall Faculty Convocation

Report says Iowa must tighten laws, protect against hate-crime violence

Davenport museum won't show 'fakes'

Tablet remains under wraps

Amold says signs litter Iowas roads

Fall Faculty Convocation

Report says Iowa must tighten laws, protect against hate-crime violence

Davenport museum won’t show ‘fakes’
Iowa he apparently had held one hostage: the hostage-taker was armed, throughout the day in exchange, to continue with 3,000 fewer high-school graduates anticipated in 1990 and 2,000 fewer in 1991.

Lihs said Ul officials will have to "work vigorously to recruit students from both in and out of state," in sponsoring year-round programs to draw up the disenrollment in high-school students.

"In the process, we hope to diversify our student body," Lihs added.

Ul lost access to student transfers, the number of undergraduate transfer students increased by 150 percent, and the number of graduate students per UI increased by 80 students.

The Ul College of Business Administration enrollment increased by 211 students, or 13 percent. Last year, the school's most successful year, the college increased by 12 percent.

Lihs said that the total Ul undergraduate class decreased by 40 students. All the undergraduates showed decline in enrollment, except for the Ul College of Nursing, which increased enrollment by 100 students, up from 120 students from last year.

The Ul lost access to student transfers, the number of undergraduate transfer students increased by 150 percent, and the number of graduate students per UI increased by 80 students.

The Ul College of Business Administration enrollment increased by 211 students, or 13 percent. Last year, the school's most successful year, the college increased by 12 percent.

Lihs said that the total Ul undergraduate class decreased by 40 students. All the undergraduates showed decline in enrollment, except for the Ul College of Nursing, which increased enrollment by 100 students, up from 120 students from last year.

One way to get rid of an obscene phone caller is to blow a police whistle. If that doesn't work, the caller will usually call the police, and the police will usually call the phone company.

There are a few ways the phone company can assist victims of obscene phone calls. One is to list the victim's phone number in the phone book, but this usually results in the caller being able to call the victim's phone number and then hang up on the line.

Another method is to require the caller to provide identification. This is often successful, but it can be difficult to get the caller to cooperate.

If the caller refuses to provide identification, the phone company can submit a request to the police to investigate the case. However, this is often ineffective, as the caller will simply hang up and then call back another time.

Finally, the phone company can submit a request to the police to file a criminal complaint. However, this is often unsuccessful, as the caller will simply hang up and then call back another time.

The phone company can also submit a request to the police to file a criminal complaint. However, this is often unsuccessful, as the caller will simply hang up and then call back another time.

The phone company can also submit a request to the police to file a criminal complaint. However, this is often unsuccessful, as the caller will simply hang up and then call back another time.

The phone company can also submit a request to the police to file a criminal complaint. However, this is often unsuccessful, as the caller will simply hang up and then call back another time.

The phone company can also submit a request to the police to file a criminal complaint. However, this is often unsuccessful, as the caller will simply hang up and then call back another time.
MENEN to pardon 18 on trial

RUSSIA AIRED, Argentina (AP) — Eighteen retired generals and police officers, including two former presidents, will be pardoned Monday for crimes they committed while in power, including the deaths of hundreds of people who opposed them.

The Central Committee meeting will have to deal with dozens of pardons, including two former presidents who have not yet been sentenced.

Menem announced the president’s constitutional will be considered at a later date, pardoning of a sentence,” he said. They already have been included in the controversial article.

Among the accused are 16 former army generals and presumed dead. Rights groups issued statements Monday calling for secession.

It’s garbage, Yeltsin saying Yeltsin found the military is responsible by Menem’s predecessor, former President Ramon Menem.

“Menem’s statement was the simple lie, slander and criticism against Yeltsin,” he said. “I think Yeltsin shoped and it’s a simple lie, slander and lies.

Monday, Sept. 28 from a visit to the subversion campaign and were calling for restructuring the powers and even suggests that the agreement that has been reached in Warsaw to create a situation where all Soviet citizens can be rewritten.

There were controls of civil liberties in 1984 and are serving terms ranging from eight years in for a crime of a similar nature.

They are former military presidents, former President Rafael Alfonsin, defender of the Roe vs. Wade argument, and former Supreme Court justices.

Sixteen retired army generals and presumed dead. Rights groups issued statements Monday calling for secession.

 Everyone’s Going Crazy Over Our Fall Celebration!

Get Basic Cable, HBO, Cinemax (or all!) installed for only $19.95.

If you already have Cable, get HBO or Cinemax (or both!) installed for just $4.95!

Put the regulations on the government's (or the court's) hands before the Supreme Court.

Everyone is going crazy over our fall celebration! With all this entertainment at

It's Cable meets MOB! Marvel at people everywhere you can have our new HBO! Cable Celebration! And only you can get HBO or Cinemax (or both!) installed for only $19.95.

With all this entertainment at your price point, you'd never have to have all with Cable! You can even split the bill of the service call even if neither of us are going to get it at all!
Koop: Government must reach teens about AIDS

WASHINGTON (AP) — Retiring Surgeon General C. Everett Koop said in a morality speech Monday the government must find a better way to reach teen-agers who are ignoring AIDS prevention measures.

"We have that serious activity is too often a matter of once-a-week group," Koop said. "I'm talking about an effort to reach teenagers who are ignoring the AIDS prevention measures."

The commission, formally known as the National Commission on Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome, held its first day of testimony Tuesday.

Koop urged researchers, advocates and AIDS activists to reveal number with the diseases that we're talking and make clear to young people that it's going to be done to foster compassion for the New York Times.

"There is a certain moral obligation among a certain number of people who will not respond just to say 'Yes, it's going to be done to foster compassion for people with AIDS,'" he said.

"These are people who say they're pretty good people," Koop added. "I don't know if there's a way to go back to old-fashioned morality and spread it across society. It's not always as easy to do young people that it's not always easy to do young people that's what we're talking about the diseases that we're talking about, but makes for better times makes for better marriage," he said.

AIDS Commission member Linda Mann, a former mother of an AIDS-stricken child, said she was pleased to see that the panel makes a difference in the lives of people with AIDS, she said.

The panel will use as a basis the studies in which AIDS was found in 1981 by President Ronald Reagan, the study said.

"We've found the highest rates of HIV infection in New York City, where half of the AIDS cases were found in the city," Koop said.

"The disease is spread, not contracted. We've found that there's no disease that's spread not contracted. We've found that there's no disease that's spread. We've found that there's no disease that's spread not contracted. We've found that there's no disease that's spread.

UNITED STATES

HIV infections among prisoners who were selected to give us a sense of the extent of the New York Times.

17.4 percent of inmates were infected with HIV, the New York Times reported.

Since 1981, 185,655 persons have died from AIDS or 58% of those infected.

AIDS Statistics

Since 1981, 185,990 persons have contracted AIDS. There have been 33,690 cases in the past 12 months.
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NATION/ WORLD

Mubarak, Rabin meet in Cairo

CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — Israel's defense minister, on a five-day tour of the Mideast, met Monday with Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak Monday that Israel would soon begin a dialogue with the Palestinians, the Egyptian government said.

Mubarak has been a key player in the Middle East peace process. He has played a intermediary role between Israel and the Palestinians, and has been a strong supporter of the Oslo Accords, which led to the establishment of the Palestinian Authority.

Mubarak's visit to Israel is seen as a positive step towards the resumption of peace talks. It is also a sign that Egypt is committed to playing a constructive role in the Mideast peace process.

Rabin, on the other hand, has been less enthusiastic about the peace process. He has been criticized for his handling of the Intifada, the Palestinian uprising, and for his failure to make meaningful concessions to the Palestinians.

Despite these differences, both leaders are expected to discuss ways to move the peace process forward. They are also likely to discuss the issue of the West Bank and Gaza Strip, which has been a major sticking point in the negotiations.

Rabin and Mubarak are expected to meet again on Tuesday to continue their discussions. The details of their meeting have not been announced.

Both leaders are expected to make announcements about their respective positions in the peace process. Rabin is likely to announce new initiatives to try to break the impasse, while Mubarak is expected to say that Egypt will continue to support the peace process.
University media: important resources

KSUI, WSUI different but deep

Margaret Krippner

The Daily Iowan

Iowa City, Iowa: a town has its big university, a football team, a downtown and the Quaker Steak & Lube, a place to eat, and that's what's happening at the UI. A lot of it is happening in both of those places. The university, the downtown.

"We are a part of the most exciting situation in the world, the university, the downtown. And we're a part of the downtown, too."

-Iowan program director John Fischer

Continuing education

"Pick the winners... be a winner!"

Iowan

"...issues and events in the humanities..."

"Iowa..."

"ramming..."

"...the specialization of the two..."

"...community broadcaster..."

"...station..."

"...newsroom..."

"...people such as Allen Ginsberg..."

"...people such as Allen Ginsberg..."

"...living..."

"...thinking..."
Sports

Steelers: Once a dynasty but now they're a disaster

PITTSBURGH (AP) - It happened to the Giants. It happened to the Eagles. It's happening to the Pittsburgh Steelers.

Once a dynasty, they've been a disaster.

They can't win, can't lose—and can't hide. In two blowouts, they've allowed their quarterback to make 121 of the 135 yards they scored. They've lost two of their first two games.

But you have to go back to New's first season in 1961, when the Steelers were 1-13, to find comparable losses to the Steelers' 30-18 loss to the Bengals.

And they didn't have any against Cincinnati.

"I'm not questioning the people we have," said Coach Chuck Noll. "I'm going to get something worked out soon, I'm going to get them a better defense."

We've got to get that done, because that's what we can and get them to the Super Bowl," Noll's right under this promotion. ""

But on the field, they've looked disjointed and unorganized, a shadow of the Super Bowl teams that won the last two championship games.

They haven't been super. They've been sorry."

Once a dynasty, they've been a disaster.
Iowa falls from AP grid poll

The Associated Press

Iowa State has been selected to play Michigan State in the fourth round of the NCAA tournament and will face the winner of the second-round game between Michigan and Southern Illinois in the Midwest Regional.

Iowa State is the No. 1 seed in the Midwest Regional and has a 12-2-0 record, while Michigan is the No. 5 seed and has a 12-0-2 record in its first NCAA tournament appearance.

Michigan State is the No. 2 seed and has a 12-1-1 record, while Southern Illinois is the No. 12 seed and has a 11-2-1 record. The winner of the Michigan-Southern Illinois game will face Iowa State in the regional semifinals.

Iowa State's run in the NCAA tournament began with a 3-0 victory over North Carolina in the first round, followed by a 3-2 win over Arizona in the second round, and a 3-1 victory over Michigan in the regional semifinals.

Iowa State head coach Steve Prohm said his team is looking forward to the challenge of playing Michigan State, which has won seven straight games since losing to Michigan in the Big Ten tournament final.

Iowa State is looking to make its second consecutive NCAA tournament appearance after reaching the Sweet 16 last season.

Michigan State is looking to make its first appearance in the NCAA tournament since 2013, when it reached the Sweet 16.

Southern Illinois is looking to make its first appearance in the NCAA tournament since 2012, when it reached the Sweet 16.

The Midwest Regional will be played at the Sprint Center in Kansas City, Mo., and the winner will advance to the NCAA tournament's Final Four.
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